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Direct measurements of parallel electric fields suggest that they are, in part, self-consistently
supported as strong double layers in the auroral downward current region. The observed parallel
electric fields have amplitudes reaching nearly 1 V/m and are confined to a thin layer of
approximately 10 Debye lengths. The structures are moving at roughly the ion acoustic speed in the
direction of the accelerated electrons, i.e., anti-earthward. On the high-potential side of the parallel
electric field there is a clear signature of an accelerated electron beam which rapidly plateaus within
a few hundred Debye lengths from the parallel electric field. Strong wave turbulence is observed in
the vicinity of the plateaued electron distribution. Fast solitary waves, identified as a signature of
electron phase-space holes, are seen farther away from the parallel electric field on the
high-potential side. The observed ion distributions also indicate the presence of the parallel electric
field. On the low-potential side of the double layer an ion beam is observed moving in the opposite
direction of the electron beam and ion conics appear to be trapped between their mirror point and
the moving double layer. ©2002 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1490134#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The auroral downward current region has only recen
been identified as a dynamical entity. In early observation
this region, anti-earthward, field-aligned electron bea
were detected sporadically by several auroral satellites;
instance, International Satellites for Ionospheric Studies1

Dynamics Explorer-1,2 Viking,3 Freja,4 and Akebono.5

Counter streaming electrons6,7 were also observed. Fast Au
roral SnapshoT~FAST! observations8,9 establish that anti-
earthward field-aligned beams are common auroral feat
that are associated with diverging electric field structures8,13

and provided strong evidence that the anti-earthward fi
aligned electron beams are energized by parallel elec
fields.14 The upward electron beams are often accompan
by ion conics.3,5,10 In this region, precipitating ion beam
also have been found.11,12 The field-aligned current-voltag
relationship for the downward current region, however,
clearly nonlinear,15 and the presence of upward accelera
electron beams depends on the ionospheric scale heigh16

Even though parallel electric fields have been postula
in the auroral region for many years, they have eluded di

a!Electronic mail: andersson@lasp.colorado.edu
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observation and, thus, a self-consistent structure has not
identified. From early electric field observations, small a
plitude double layers have been reported.17,18Recently, how-
ever, stronger parallel electric fields have been directly m
sured in both the upward19 and downward current regions.12

The downward current region observations indicate str
tures corresponding to strong double layers, with a subs
tial turbulent region on the high-potential side.20

Double layers have been studied, for instance, in labo
tory experiments and in numerical simulations.21–23 Mono-
tonic double layers can be analytically described.24 The non-
linear evolution of double layers, however, has been stud
primarily in numerical simulations. The double layers in t
simulations are typically created by an electron beam i
plasma or in a plasma with fix potential drop at the boun
aries.

Following the observation of fast solitary waves in spa
plasmas,25–29simulations have been performed to explain t
origin of these electron phase-space holes. These peri
simulations start with a strong current or electron beam
are unstable to the two-stream instability.30–33 The presence
of a background density gradient in such simulations can
important.34 The observations of parallel electric fields12
0 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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from FAST mission and simulations35 now show that, within
a current driven plasma, electron phase-space holes
evolve together with a double layer. Our observations in
cate that the intense wave turbulence associated with
electron phase-space holes does not destroy the double
The double layer creates an electron beam which in t
creates electron phase-space holes.

In this paper, we present FAST satellite observations
parallel electric fields and associated turbulence in the do
ward current region. These observations, which are poss
due to FAST’s orbital characteristics and high time resolut
instrumentation, provide direct evidence for the structure
the acceleration process in these regions. We focus on
event which is recorded with the FAST satellite’s highe
time resolution. We show the following:

~i! the parallel electric field structure in the downwa
current region is consistent with that of a stro
double layer;

~ii ! the potential structure can accelerate electrons to
eral times the parallel electron thermal energy;

~iii ! the extent of the potential drop parallel along the ma
netic field is of the order of 10 Debye lengths;17,12

~iv! the double layer is moving at the ion acoustic spe
anti-earthward along the magnetic field, i.e., in t
same direction of the accelerated/streaming electro

The particle acceleration takes place in a quasist
structure, with no apparent co-located wave activity. Inte
wave turbulence, however, is found on the high-poten
side of the double layer. In this turbulent region, the acc
erated electron beam is rapidly heated and plateaued,
wave-particle interactions playing an important role in t
relaxation of the electron beam. Far from the double la
~hundreds of Debye lengths away!, isolated electron phase
space holes are observed to emerge from the turbulen
gion.

The double layer also effects the ions significantly.
particular, it constrains the upward motion of the ion con
that originate on the low-potential side; accelerates ions
originate on the high-potential side into a beam-like struct
in the opposite direction of the electron beam.

This paper is organized as follows. Details of the parti
and field observations are presented in Sec. II. The dc e
tric fields are analyzed in Sec. III and the wave turbulence
Sec. IV. The measurements are compared with nume
simulations in Sec. V. The significance of this event is d
cussed in Sec. VI followed by a summary in Sec. VII.

II. EVENT DESCRIPTION

The event presented here is a rare but particularly in
esting observation of a parallel electric field in the auro
downward current region. The maximum field amplitude w
;850 mV/m from which an accelerated upward electr
beam emerges with a peak energy of;750 eV. One similar
case has been reported earlier,12 however, the satellite wa
configured to observe at a substantially lower time resolu
compared to the current event. Out of over 300 upward e
tron beams resolved at high time resolution, this is the o
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case where a verifiable large-amplitude parallel electric fi
has been identified~the analyzed time period is mainly a
solar minimum, 1997!. Few observations are expected sin
the limited extent of the parallel electric fields make t
probability of detecting them low. To detect both the upwa
accelerated electrons and the parallel electric field usin
satellite can only be done if there is a relative motion, in t
direction of the magnetic field, between the satellite and
electric field structure.

The event shown in Fig. 1 took place on 7 January 19
between 13:12:47.4 and 47.9 UT. Over this 0.5 second
riod the spacecraft moved 700 m vertically and 3.3 km ho
zontally. The observation was made at 21.9 MLT, at an a
tude of 2470 km and an invariant latitude of 73.0 degrees
the beginning of the event~47.4 UT! the FAST satellite de-
tected a weak upward electron beam with a mean energ
75 eV. At the end of the event~47.9 UT! the satellite again
detected a weak, 50 eV upward electron beam. Ion co
were observed both before and after the encounter of
parallel electric field. The magnetic field strength isuBu
522 085 nT. ~Detailed instrument description and inform
tion about the FAST mission can be found in Ref. 37.!

Panel~a! of Fig. 1 presents an energy-time spectrogra
of the anti-earthward~upward! electron flux~within 622.5°
of 2B! measured by a swept-energy electron electrost
analyzer~EESA!. Each energy sweep is complied in;79 ms
by an instrument that has an opening aperture of 1
310°. The energy sweep~high to low energies! is approxi-
mately a pseudoexponential sweep that passes the ener
1 keV about 1/3 of the way through the sweep. Four of
energy sweeps will be referred to as S1 to S4, as indica
above panel~a!. Panel~b! plots the count rates of upward
field-aligned electrons~the detector closest to2B! from
fixed-energy electron electrostatic analyzers~SESAs!. The
SESAs have a time resolution of;1.63 ms and an opening
aperture of 22.5310°. The black and red lines represent t
fixed-energy channels of 700 eV and 1.3 keV, respectiv
The energy acceptance (dE/E) of the EESAs on FAST38 is
0.15. We refer only to the center energy in the text.

Panel ~c! presents the component of the perpendicu
electric field (E') in the plane of the satellite motion. Nega
tive values represent electric fields approximately opposit
the motion of the spacecraft. The black and red line-repres
the f ,16 kHz and f ,200 Hz filtered~dc! signals, respec-
tively. In panel ~d!, the parallel electric field (Ei) is pre-
sented, where both 16 kHz and the 200 Hz lines are ag
represented by the black and red lines. The large-amplit
signal ~;0.85 V/m! in the Ei between 47.75 UT and 47.7
UT stands out in panel~d! and is referred to as theEi struc-
ture. Interestingly, there is very little wave activity concu
rent with thatEi structure. A fast Fourier transform~FFT! of
the E' signal from panel~c! is presented in panel~e!. Panel
~f! shows the potential difference from the integration of t
E' ~blue line!, the Ei ~red line!, and a combination of the
two ~black line!. The spacecraft velocity for this event wa
6.62 km/s ~mainly horizontal! and theEi structure is as-
sumed to move up along the field line with a velocity of 3
km/s ~which will be justified later in the paper!.

Electron and ion distributions, from the EESA and IES
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 1. ~Color! The field and particle observations of the half second event.
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~ions!, from energy sweep S1–S4 are plotted at the bottom
Fig. 1, labeled S1e–S4e and S1i–S4i, respectively. The
tributions, S1e–S4e, show the electron phase-space de
@ log(s3/m6)# as a function of electron energy@ log(eV)#,
where the left and right distributions are for earthward a
anti-earthward~downward and upward! electrons, respec
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tively. The solid line represents the mean electron distri
tion, within 622.5 degrees of the2B. The red and blue
dotted lines are the three most field-aligned electron dis
butions which are, for all panels, centered at 3, 9, and
62 degrees from the2B, where the red dotted line repre
sents the most field-aligned sector at the time half w
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through the energy sweep~i.e., it is not necessarily the mos
field-aligned at start or end of the sweep!. The electron dis-
tribution is highly anisotropic with the highest fluxes alon
the6B direction. The perpendicular temperature is less th
1 eV and the parallel electron temperature is in the rang
20 to 100 eV~using the 20 eV to 3 keV particle detecto
energy range!. In the electron distribution plots~Fig. 1 sweep
S1e–S4e!, the dotted vertical lines indicate620 eV and63
keV energies, and the short green line indicates 650 eV
ward electrons. The electron distribution below 20 eV m
be contaminated by spacecraft-originated photoelectrons

At the bottom of Fig. 1, the ion distributions~S1i–S4i!
are plotted as functions of energy~vertical axis! and pitch
angle~horizontal axis!. The ion conics in S1i and S4i hav
energies from about 80 eV up to 800 eV. The conic angle
sweep S1i are in between 90° and the loss cone with
same pitch angle for all energies. The ion conic in sweep
has pitch angles that are closer to 90° with increasing ene

The particle detectors~ions and electrons! and a Lang-
muir probe~not shown! indicate that the density before 47.6
UT was;153106 m23 ~sweep S1! and after 47.78 UT was
;103106 m23 ~sweep S4!. Between 47.61 UT and 47.7
UT ~the time period of sweep S2!, the Langmuir probe mea
surements were not valid due to high wave activities. T
Langmuir probe between 47.71 UT and 47.78 UT~the time
period of sweep S3! indicates low current, that is, below th
instrument resolution. We interpret the low current as a d
sity depletion since there was no wave activity. This int
pretation is supported by particle distributions. The elect
and ion sweeps S3 indicate a density of 1 – 23106 m23 ~in
contrast to the sweep S2 that has a density of;5
3106 m23!. The density estimations, both from the partic
distributions and the probe, have similar uncertainty o
factor of 2. The ions below 1 keV are assumed to cont
20% oxygen~the rest of protons!, for an agreement betwee
electron and ion densities.

On the upper right hand of Fig. 1, an illustration is pr
sented of a possible electric field structure that the sate
passed through. It will be described later. Much of the d
cussion will be keyed to the specific times of 47.61 U
47.68 UT, 47.75 UT, and 47.78 UT, which are indicated
red dashed lines in panels~a!–~f! and on the illustration~Fig.
1!.

III. THE DC ELECTRIC FIELD

As shown in Fig. 1~c!, E' is mainly negative during the
in-bound part of the event~47.61 UT to 47.78 UT!. Using the
speed of the satellite, the integrated electric field indica
that the satellite moved from a lower potential~47.61 UT! to
a higher potential~47.75 UT!, seen as the blue line in Fig
1~f!. The potential difference is about 800 V, which is al
equal to the change of the particle energy of the upw
electron beam9,14 @panel ~a!#. We therefore interpret theE'

signal as the entry of a diverging potential structure.
The exit from the diverging potential structure was n

detected inE' . Instead, there is a clear electric field sign
ture in Ei between 47.75 UT and 47.78 UT@Fig. 1~d!#. We
conclude that the measuredEi structure is the electric field a
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the bottom of a diverging potential structure and that
satellite leaves the potential structure through the reg
dominated byEi .

To estimate the potential across theEi structure, the rela-
tive velocity between the satellite and theEi structure needs
to be determined. The relative velocity can be estimated
analyzing the delay time between spatially separated pro
as they detected the electric field structure. In Fig. 2,
electric field measurements from the two most field-align
probes are presented. The most earthward probe, prob
detected the structure first, indicating an upward velocity
the structure. The delay times between the two probes
small, at the edge of being resolvable. From this delay tim
the upward velocity lies in the interval of 53153/226 km/s.
The delays are inconsistent with significant velocity perp
dicular toB.

A speed of 36 km/s~which is consistent with the mea
sured delay! yields an integratedEi between 47.75 UT and
47.78 UT of 800 V@Fig. 1~f! red line#, which is equal to the
in-bound potential difference determined from the integra
E' . The measuredEi is highly uncertain during times o
strong wave turbulence since the probes might have exp
enced ac saturation. TheEi also may have a small~,10
mV/m! zero offset, so integration over long periods may a
cumulate error@Fig. 1~f! red line#. These uncertainties als
apply to the total integrated electric field~Ei and E' com-
bined! shown as the black line in panel~f!.

Figure 3 presents an interpretation of the SESA obse
tions. The top panel of Fig. 3 is an expanded view of F
1~b!. The flux of 1.3 keV electrons is enhanced by a factor
2 to make the trace more readable. The bottom panels of
3 depict velocity distributions@labeled ~b!–~g! in order of
decreasing time# that illustrate a possible evolution of th
electron beam peak consistent with those two energy ch
nels. After 47.78 UT@Fig. 3~b!#, the peak of velocity distri-
bution is well below the 700 eV channel of the SESA dete
tor. As the electrons enters theEi structure the electron
distribution peak moves to higher energies@Fig. 3~c!# caus-
ing a large increase in the flux at 700 eV. Within theEi

structure@Fig. 3~d!#, the 700 eV flux drops which indicate

FIG. 2. The potential on probe 8~solid line! and 5 ~dotted line! between
47.70 UT and 47.95 UT. Probes 8 and 5 are the two most magnetic fi
aligned probes, where probe 5 is the most earthward one.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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FIG. 3. An interpretation of the mea
sured SESA electron fluxes. Region
where the 700 eV and 1.3 keV SES
are correlated and anticorrelated a
indicated.
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that the electron distribution peak has passed to ener
above 700 eV. The count rates in the 1.3 keV channel c
tinue to increase throughout theEi structure indicating tha
the electron distribution peak never reaches 1.3 keV. As
electron distribution peak passes 700 eV, the flux level s
to fluctuate, suggesting an onset of an instability. Once
electrons have passed through theEi structure~47.75 UT!,
the flux rate in the 700 eV channel slowly starts to incre
again. This increase in the 700 eV fluxes indicates that
electron distribution peak moves back to lower energies.
peak declines through 700 eV as illustrated in Figs. 3~e! and
3~f!. At ;47.68 UT@Fig. 3~g!# the two SESA channels dete
significant lower fluxes indicating that the electron distrib
tion peak is well below 700 eV.

The SESA observations can be compared to the m
surements from the EESA. Starting on the right-hand side
Fig. 1, the electrons have low temperatures and low d
velocities as evident in electron distribution S4e. As the el
trons enter theEi structure~between 47.75 UT and 47.7
UT, part of sweep S3e!, the electrons are accelerated. T
distribution S3e shows a clear large peak at and above
ergy 650 eV~the green short solid line in the bottom of th
distribution!. The particle fluxes for energies above 650
are all measured prior to 47.75 UT, i.e., outside theEi struc-
ture on the high-potential side. As the electron beam
comes unstable, wave-particle interactions take place.
electron beam is plateaued as shown in distribution S2e.
wave-particle interaction slows down when the distributi
is almost stable, sweep S1e.

The ion distributions are also consistent with a movi
Ei structure that carries a total integrated potential of;800
V. A downward 800–1300 eV ion beam is seen in sweep
~pitch angle of 0°/360°! and in the next sweep~Fig. 4!. This
downward beam is ions accelerated through the poten
drop and represents the counterpart to the electron beam
ion beam is broader in pitch angle then its counterpart,
electron beam. Because of the low ion fluxes, the dete
count rates are low and the ion beam is not well resolve

Within the Ei structure, sweep S3i, the ion fluxes a
weak except for the precipitating high energy plasma sh
ions. During sweep S2i no ion conic population is detect
however, within the loss cone, a high flux of upward io
~pitch angle centered at 180°! is seen at a narrow energ
between 80 and 100 eV. These upward ions have a spee
;36 km/s if assumed to be O1. This speed is identical to th
speed of theEi structure that was determined from the int
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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gration of theEi @Fig. 1~f!#. This speed is also, within uncer
tainties, the local ion acoustic speed. In the reference fra
of the Ei structure~speed of 36 km/s! the upward ions have
a energy width in the parallel direction of 5 eV. These u
ward ions is measured during a strongE'3B drift. The best
interpretation of these upward ions are a oxygen popula
that is drifting with theE'3B drift perpendicular to the fan
instrument and move up the field line with 36 km/s. T
oxygen population is cool in the parallel direction but war
much larger than 50 eV, in the perpendicular direction.

The electric field, electron, and ion observations are c
sistent with the satellite encountering a diverging elec
field as illustrated on the right-hand side of Fig. 1. In t
illustration, the apparent satellite path~black line! is drawn
in the reference frame of theEi structure. The satellite has
relative horizontal velocity of 6.2 km/s and a vertical velo
ity of 36 km/s with respect to theEi structure. The electric
field relative strength and the direction of the electric fie
are drawn on top of the satellite path spaced at equal
tances. Contour lines, drawn in blue, represent a poss
potential structure.

The electron measurements imply that the satel
moves from a potential of;75 V into a potential.750 V
with respect to the ionosphere. The integratedE' supports
the same potential difference. The spacecraft exits the po
tial structure passing through the region of strongEi in the
bottom of the structure. The speed of theEi structure calcu-
lated from the delay times of electric field signature has

FIG. 4. The particle flux for the ions in energy interval 700 eV to 1.2 keV
a pitch angle versus time spectrogram. At the time of sweep 4 and the
sweep, a downward ion beam detected~0° and 360°! is one order of mag-
nitude larger than elsewhere.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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large uncertainty. However, the speed of the structure e
mated from equating the integratedE' and Ei , the speed
estimated by comparing the integrated potential with the
ergies of the observed electron and ion beams, the spee
the upward ions in front of theEi structure and the calculate
local ion acoustic speed are all, within uncertainties, eq
All together, the observations, directly or indirectly supp
that the velocity of theEi structure should be;36 km/s. The
properties of theEi structure are summarized in Table I.

IV. THE HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTRIC FIELD
FLUCTUATIONS

Intense electrostatic waves are evident in Fig. 1~e! be-
tween 47.61 UT and 47.75 UT. A close examination sho
that there were two periods of intense emissions separate

FIG. 5. The parallel~para! and the perpendicular~perp! electric field signa-
tures of the two different wave regions~time period length is 0.01 seconds!.
Case~a! shows the broadband electrostatic turbulence region~47.69–47.70
UT! and case~b! shows electron phase-space holes~47.64–47.65 UT!.
Some clipping of the signal might occur.

TABLE I. The Ei structure~47.75–47.79 UT!.

Properties Value Supported by Comment

Thickness ;10lD Observations and simulations Using densi
from S3

Velocity 53153/
226 km/s

;36 km/s from the ions,
electrons and E-fields

;ion acoustic
speed

Potential ;800 V E-fields, electrons and ions
e-drift
increase

4–5 times
the ve

Electrons and simulation

Density
depletion

;80–90 % Electrons, ions, Langmuir
probe and simulation
Downloaded 20 Jun 2003 to 128.32.147.66. Redistribution subject to AI
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a minima in the wave activity at 47.68 UT@Figs. 1~c!, 1~d!,
and 1~e!#. It is possible that the minima in the wave activi
can be due to the satellite’s motion from one flux tube in
another. Regardless of the interpretation of the minima,
two periods of intense wave activities have different char
teristics. Snapshots of the wave forms are displayed in Fig
The wave emissions closer to theEi structure~;47.70 UT!
have no identifiable structure and can only be identified
broadband electrostatic turbulence@Fig. 5~a!#. The emissions
farther from theEi @between 47.61 UT and 47.68 UT, Fig
5~b!# show the characteristic signature of electron pha
space holes. Large-amplitude bipolar signals are detecte
Ei concurrently with a unipolar signal inE' . The amplitudes
of the measurements indicate a possible saturation of
instrument in both Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! ~the instrument limit is
about 300 mV/m at this frequency!, hence, some clipping o
the wave signatures might occur and the true shape of
waves might not be recorded in Fig. 5.

The electron phase-space holes are irregularly spa
with an occurrence frequency of about 1 every milliseco
@Fig. 5~b!#. They have an electric field signature of up
about 600 mV/m~or more! peak-to-peak value and a dura
tion of about 150 microseconds. The electron phase-sp
holes are detected far away from theEi structure between
47.61 UT and 47.68 UT.

Electron phase-space holes can interact strongly w
electrons.28 Direct evidence for such an interaction is se
only occasionally during this event. An expanded view of t
electron fluxes and electric field are presented in Fig.
which includes the downward@panel~a!# and upward@panel
~b!# electron fluxes at energies of 700 eV and 1.3 keV fro
the SESA channels. Panels~c! and ~d! show the high-
frequencyEi andE' , respectively. The selected time perio
covers sweep S2e. At 47.718 UT~Fig. 6!, the upward 700 eV

FIG. 6. Data from a 0.1 second period, that contains sweep S2e, ind
wave-particle interactions. The top panels~a! and ~b! show the count rates
for the downward and the upward flux for energy 700 eV~solid line! and 1.3
keV ~dashed line! measured by the SESA. The bottom panels~c! and~d! are
the perpendicular and the parallel electric field~16 kHz filtered!.
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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3606 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 9, No. 8, August 2002 Andersson et al.
SESA flux decrease@panel~b! solid line#, while the upward
1.3 keV SESA@panel~b! dashed line# and the downward 700
eV SESA@panel~a! solid line# fluxes increase.

The wave–particle interaction associated with elect
phase-space holes is illustrated in more detail from ano
orbit ~Fig. 7! where the SESA measured in a lower ener
range. Measurements from 75, 150, 1200, and 2500 eV
ergies are displayed for both up@panels~a! and ~c!# and
downward @panel ~b!# electron fluxes. The perpendicula
electric field from the probe pair, 9 and 10, is plotted in pa
~d!. ~This signal is from a short baseline dipole and thus
a saturation level.2 V/m.! In this example, the fluctuation
in the electron fluxes directly correspond to the larg
amplitude signals in the electric field. The time resolution
the electron fluxes~;1.63 ms! differs dramatically from that
of the electric field signal~0.030 ms!, so the fluctuations in
the electron fluxes appear broader.

The electron distribution measured by the EESA for
same time period is plotted at the bottom of Fig. 7 in pa
~e!. The distribution shows a net upward flux with the pe
energy of the distribution in the energy range of 100 to 2
eV. The large fluctuations in the SESA electron fluxes@pan-
els ~a! and ~b!# are correlated with the electric field signa
@panel ~d!#. From the normal fluxes one can see that

FIG. 7. Similar to Fig. 6 but from another orbit, 1997-02-11/20:18:30.6
~again 0.1 second long!. The top three panels are upward and downwa
count rates from the SESA of energies 0.075, 0.15, 1.2, and 2.5 keV. P
~d! is the 16 kHz electric field measurements from one probe pair. Pane~e!
shows the associated electron distribution with the same layout as
sweeps S1e–S4e in Fig. 1.
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count rates decrease for the upward 75 and 150 eV elec
fluxes @panel ~c!#, while the count rates increases for th
downward energies 75 and 150 eV and the upward ener
1.2 and 2.5 keV@panels ~b! and ~a!, respectively#. The
changes in flux levels are indicated with arrows in the el
tron distribution of panel~e!. These changes in flux levels ar
expected from strong wave–particle interaction within
electron phase-space hole. Clear changes in the elec
fluxes are seen at energies;75 eV downward and;150 eV
and;1.2 keV upward. At the energies in between—the tra
sition region between enhanced and decreased fluxes
significant changes in the flux levels are seen.

At the time period of Fig. 3~d!, the peak energy of the
electron distribution is high and therefore the 1.3 keV SE
channel measuring high fluxes. As the energy peak in
electron distribution decreases, the flux of the 1.3 keV SE
channel also decreases@Fig. 3~e!#. The flux levels in the 1.3
keV SESA channel increases again due to wave interact
shown in Fig. 7. At the time of Fig. 3~f!, the peak energy of
the electron distribution is below 700 eV, but the decrease
flux @shown in Fig. 7~c!# still can be observed by the 700 e
SESA channel and the increase of flux at high energ
@shown in Fig. 7~a!# can be observed by the 1.3 keV SES
channel. During Fig. 3~f! the flux levels are anticorrelated, a
seen in Fig. 3~a!. When the peak energy of the electron d
tribution is well below 700 eV@Fig. 3~g!#, the 700 eV SESA
channel is no longer measuring the decrease of the flux
instead the increase of the flux@equal to Fig. 7~a!#. During
Fig. 3~g! the flux levels are correlated, as seen in Fig. 3~a!.
The reason the 1.3 keV SESA channel do not see any
changes for the time period of Fig. 3~e!, is that the channel is
measuring in the transition region~see Sec. III!. How the
flux for each energy range fluctuates depends on where
peak energy of the distribution is.

The observed wave-particle interactions28 lead to the
plateauing of the electron beam. In the reference frame of
beam, some of the electrons will be accelerated downw
and others upward, so in the frame of the spacecraft, s
particles will have lower energies and other higher energ
The total energy flux is nearly conserved, with kinetic ene
flux transferred to thermal energy flux through heating of
plasma. The result of this wave-particle interaction—the p
teauing of the electron beam—is seen in distribution S2e
the distribution of Fig. 7~e!, where the particle distribution
has two shoulders; one shoulder is the remnant of the b
and the other is the electrons from the beam that have b
reflected and/or accelerated in the opposite direction of
beam. Those of the electrons that gain energy in the wa
particle interaction form the high energy tail of the electr
distribution.

V. COMPARISON WITH NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

Numerical simulation using a 1D, open boundary Vlas
code35,36 were used to analyze a previously reportedEi ob-
servation in the downward current region.12 Figure 8~a! dis-
plays the results of a plasma simulation that started wit
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small density depression in the presence of a current m
tained through boundary injection. The ion to electron m
ratio (Mi /me) in the simulation is 400.

The simulation starts with ions drifting to the left at th
ion thermal speed (n i) and the electrons drifting to the righ
at ne . Thus, the initial electron and ion drifts satisfy both t
Bohm and Langmuir conditions and are stable to Bunem
type instabilities ~Ref. 35 and references therein!. The
boundaries of the simulation are open, allowing the pot
tials at the ends of the simulation domain to float providin
more realistic representation of the observations. Figure~a!
is in the rest frame of the double layer, that is, moving re
tive to the ions at the ion acoustic speed. The scale use
the simulation result is in units of the initial Debye lengt
rather than a time-dependent local Debye length.

Early in the simulation, an instability arises that resu
in electron phase-space holes~they appear as vortices in th
phase-space diagrams! that move to the right.35,36 Later, the
initial density depression evolves into a large density dep
sion of narrow scale size and a double layer is formed. E
trons are accelerated by the net potential drop of the do
layer and form a beam. This beam interacts with the stag
ing downstream electrons and continues to form a serie
electron phase-space holes. The plot in Fig. 8~a! is from the
run described in Ref. 36 during a quasi-steady-state per
after a well developed strong double layer has been form
The electron distribution shows a rapid thermalization a
acceleration byEi @Fig. 8~a!#.

One can immediately determine that the evolved stat
the simulation36 @Fig. 8~a!# is qualitatively similar to the ob-
servations~Fig. 1!. Properly scaled, the width of the doub
layer ~i.e., the ramp! is determined to be;10lD . The den-

FIG. 8. Part~a! is from the numerical simulation of Ref. 36. The plot is th
electron phase-space distribution at a time when a well-defined double
has formed. Part~b! is an illustration of observed particle populations at t
double layer. Inserted in the center of the illustration are the potential fi
from the simulation. Both the instantaneous value~solid line! and the fil-
tered value~dashed line! are presented. The vertical distance from the p
tential line ~dashed line! represents the particle’s absolute energy~not to
scale!, with ions on the upper side and electrons in the lower. Particle
rections are indicated by arrows.
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sity depletion inside theEi structure is;80–90 %. On the
low-potential side, the up-flowing electrons are nearly und
turbed. Ions~not shown! are accelerated through the doub
layer, from the high-potential side to the low-potential sid
On the high-potential side, electrons are accelerated in
beam. The increase in electron velocity between the
flowing electrons and the beam is of the order of 4 to
times. Intense electrostatic turbulence is found spatia
separated from the double layer~the ramp!. The unstable
electron beam is found in the gap between the ramp and
turbulence region. The electrostatic turbulence creates e
tron phase-space holes that are traveling in the same d
tion as the electrons. The electric field amplitudes qual
tively also agree. Finally, the right-hand side of th
simulation exhibits a strongly increased electron tempera
with a drift (nd) such thatnd /ne;0.2, this value is consis
tent with FAST observations during times when electr
phase-space holes are observed.29 From the observation
sweep S3e, this ratio is slightly higher.

Figure 8~b! presents an instantaneous potential va
~solid line! together with a filtered value~dashed line! from
the simulation result of Fig. 8~a!. Due to the intense turbu
lence, the time averaged potential shape on the high-pote
side ~right! is difficult to determine. Interestingly, the simu
lation indicates a small overshoot on each side of the dou
layer. The measured upward ion fluxes on the high-poten
side of theEi structure, observed in sweep S2i, would be
the simulation result at the scale distance of;500lD @Fig.
8~a!# where the broad overshoot of the double layer is fou
@Fig. 8~b!#. The overshoot in the simulation supports the id
that the upward ions can be reflected and remain in fron
the Ei structure.

VI. DISCUSSION

The event presented shows that a strongEi ~;1 V/m!
exists in space plasmas confined to a narrow region ten
Debye length wide~Fig. 1!. This Ei structure can be de
scribed as a strong double layer, which is a part of a lar
diverging potential structure~the illustration on the right-
hand side of Fig. 1!. This observed double layer is movin
up the field line~Fig. 2! in the same direction as the acce
erated electron beam~S3e!.

An illustration of the observed particle populations at t
double layer is summarized in Fig. 8~b!. The left-hand side is
the low-potential side of the double layer~the earthward
side! and the right-hand side is the high-potential side~the
anti-earthward side!. Electron and ion paths are shown belo
and above, respectively. The extended dashed line repre
the potential. The vertical distance from the extended das
line indicates the absolute energy of the particles~not to
scale! and the direction of motion is indicated by arrows. T
plasma sheet precipitating electrons and ions~entering from
the right-hand side! are decelerated or accelerated throu
the double layer, respectively, and experience only a sm
change in energy.

Ions on the high-potential side with almost no veloc
with respect to the moving double layer, such as some of
ions in the ion conic population, can be reflected by t
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overshoot on the high-potential side. In the satellite refere
frame these ions, which moved more or less with the sa
speed as the double layer, will be observed as upward i
The ions moving in front of the double layer are not trapp
but instead plowed in front of the double layer, and are
ferred to as plowed ions@Fig. 8~b!#. The plowed ions are a
small particle population with a minor density contributio
The population is exposed to a strongE'3B drift which
must lead to a strong perpendicular motion.

Ions that are moving downward with respect to t
double layer and that have sufficient energy to pass thro
the overshoot will be accelerated through the double la
and be detected on the low-potential side as an acceler
ion beam~S4i!, labeled accelerated ions in Fig. 8~b!. Trapped
ion conics are found on the low-potential side of the mov
double layer@left-hand side in the Fig. 8~b!#. These ions
originate from the low-potential side and have parallel v
locities greater than the speed of the double layer. As i
reach the double layer they are reflected and decelerate
Ei . As a result, the ion conics are trapped between th
mirror points and the upward moving double layer. The i
conics have the same pitch angle distribution as pres
cooked ions.39 For an ion population that is heated in a lim
ited vertical region, the pitch angle distribution of an io
conic distribution will be independent of energy~all energies
will have the same pitch angles, seen in S1i!. The pitch angle
distribution of trapped ion conics, however, depends on
particle energy; higher energies will be closer to 90 degre
Such pitch angle distributions are seen in S4i.

The speed of the double layer is far less than the elec
thermal speed, so the motion of the double layer is neglig
when analyzing the electron distributions. The curre
carrying electrons are moving up the field line; as they en
the low-potential side of the double layer they are acce
ated into an electron beam~S3e!. The accelerated electro
distribution is strongly unstable, resulting in intense elect
static turbulence. The wave-particle interactions rapidly
within hundreds of Debye lengths local distance—stabil
the electron distribution transforming the kinetic energy
the electron beam into thermal energy. One part of the he
electron distribution on the high-potential side moves ba
toward the double layer@Fig. 8~b!# and is reflected at the
double layer. These heated and then reflected electrons
energies below the beam energy in the electron phase-s
distribution. The low-energy electron population affects a
links the wave activity and the double layer. The interact
between the double layer and the electrostatic wave tu
lence has been observed,35 but a detailed understanding is
task for future studies.

Formation ofEi in the downward current region wa
discussed in Ref. 40 where it is argued that the decrea
ionospheric plasma density with altitude and a strong cur
density under the principle of quasineutrality leads to el
tron acceleration. The downward current is carried by
ward moving electrons. As the gravitationally bound ion de
sity drops with increasing altitude, the electron density m
also decrease to maintain quasineutrality in each flux tu
Hence, the electrons drift velocity~upward! must increase to
maintain the current. If the current density is strong or
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ambient ion density is weak, the electrons may be acce
ated to many times their initial thermal speed. Such a s
nario fits well with the double layer formation seen in th
simulation.

Ion heating may play a strong role by increasing the
density at high altitudes. The heated ions will slowly increa
their parallel velocity due to the magnetic field topolog
forming ion conics. The moving double layers~at the ion
acoustic velocity! force the ion conics~on the low potential
side! to have a parallel velocity less than or equal to the lo
ion acoustic velocity. Thus, the speed of the ion conics
controlled by the double layer and they cannot continuou
increase their speed. The double layers also offer a sourc
waves on the high-potential side that can heat ions. The m
ing double layer’s impact on the ions has not previously be
clearly investigated. The observations in this paper indic
that the acceleration process needs to be re-evaluated i
context of how ion conics effect or are effected by doub
layers.

It is possible that multiple double layers may be pres
on the same magnetic flux tube. In such a case, electron
accelerated in steps by each double layer with particle dis
bution relaxation in between~transforming the gained kinetic
energy from the double layer into thermal energy! and ion
flow is controlled by the double layers. This scenario h
some support in the observations. In the event above,
electrons on the low-potential side appear to already h
experienced some acceleration~50 eV!. Electron acceleration
through the double layers is seen to be 4 – 5ve in both obser-
vations and simulations. Thus, the strongly accelerated e
tron populations~;1000 eV! from a cold ~;1 eV! source
would require four such double layers, each with geome
cally increasing potential.

VII. SUMMARY

A parallel electric field has been observed in the dow
ward current region by the FAST satellite. For the first tim
a double layer has been studied in detail with both elec
field and particle measurements. The upward electron
downward ion beams and the integratedE' all indicate the
same parallel potential. The inferred velocity of theEi struc-
ture is equal to that of the detected upward plowed ion flu
as well as the local ion acoustic speed. This velocity a
agrees within the observational uncertainties with the ca
lated velocity delay times of theEi structure on the probes
The size and velocity of theEi structure are measured b
different instruments with the quantities in agreement.

The observation and the numerical simulation are also
good agreement. The observedEi structure can be well de
scribed as a strong double layer. The small scale features
be understood from the simulation, but some details n
further investigation.

The parallel electric field is confined to a thin laye
about 10 Debye lengths, moving upward at approximat
the speed of the ion acoustic velocity. Electrons are acce
ated by the double layer to several times their initial therm
energy ~Table I and Fig. 8!. The accelerated electro
population—a beam distribution—is strongly unstable a
P license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcr.jsp
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results in intense electrostatic turbulence. The wave tur
lence is not observed at the double layer and in fact,
electrostatic wave turbulence region is spatially separa
from the double layer. The wave turbulence displays cl
signatures of electron phase-space holes hundreds of D
lengths from the double layer. The intense wave turbule
rapidly plateaus the electron distribution~Figs. 6 and 7!.

A double layer is highly dynamical and interacts with a
charged particle populations. In light of these new obser
tions the large scale effect of acceleration needs to be r
vestigated. For instance, on a flux tube with a double la
the parallel velocity of ion conics will be constrained and t
ionospheric–magnetospheric currents will hence be effec
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